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BBC World Service Trust
Wednesday, 4 June 2008
The lawyers pressing war crimes charges against Charles Taylor are pushing through with their evidence
to prove that the RUF looked up to Taylor for command and arms supplies to wage war in Sierra Leone.
The new witness the Prosecution put on the stand late Tuesday, former RUF fighter, Albert Hindowa
Saidu, emphasized previous evidence of Taylor’s connection with the RUF.
The Prosecution, Wednesday, delivered to the Court a correspondence RUF leader Foday Sankoh signed,
referring to Taylor as CIC (Commander In Chief).
Adolphus Williams in the Hague:
WILLIAMS: In the letter, Sankoh also referred to Taylor as a brother and thanked him for ‘the support’ to
the RUF.
Sankoh told Taylor he had been informed by General Duopo who led the attack that the RUF was closing
in on the Daru military barracks around Pendembu, eastern Sierra Leone. The fighters had run out of
ammunition then.
In the letter, Sankoh also asked Taylor to urgently send supplies for ‘the final assault.’
SAIDU: If you look at the second paragraph which starts with the words, "I appreciate the five boxes of
AK-47", if you look at the second sentence it read, "But I have just received a radio message from General
Dopoe that our men have encircled the Daru barracks and they are awaiting materials to do the final
assault."
The Prosecution 29th witness, Albert Saidu, said another NPFL fighter called Rambo who was fighting
alongside the RUF was killed in the RUF unsuccessful attack on Daru barracks.
Saidu told the Court as part of an escort team of Foday Sankoh, he travelled to the central Liberian town
of Gbarnga - Taylor’s former headquarters for the supply of arms and ammunition.
SAIDU: the following day when CO Lion brought the vehicle with the
ammunition... then we moved with the ammunition in the vehicle and then we went back to Sierra Leone.
COUNSEL ALAIN WERNER: So to be completely clear about that, Mr Witness, was Foday Sankoh on
that travel from Sierra Leone to Gbarnga?
SAIDU: Yes sir.
WERNER: You said that - you took about AK-47 rounds, RPG bombs, land mines and you said that they
were all in a vehicle, so which vehicle are you talking about?
SAIDU: It was an open Hilux pick-up van... It was the same that we travelled and entered with into
Liberia and it was that same pick-up van that we used to go back to Sierra Leone.
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WILLIAMS: Saidu said the RUF suffered a major setback in 1993 when another Liberian armed faction
opposed to Taylor, ULIMO, took Voinjama, northern Liberia, a key route for RUF arms and man power
supply.
WERNER: What, if anything, happened as a result of the fact that the ULIMO had taken the border?
SAIDU: Well, at that time, before the ULIMOs finally took care of that border, Morris Kallon entered
Liberia with some manpower to bring ammunition, but he was still in Liberia when the ULIMOs took
over the border. So they were in there... Morris Kallon and our colleague RUF fighters who entered, they
were helping the NPFL fighters to fight against ULIMO to push them off the border.
Adolphus Williams – for the BBCWT/SFCG – The Hague.
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BBC World Service Trust
Wednesday, 4 June 2008
Former President Kabbah linked to mining in Kono under AFRC junta
By Alphonsus Zeon in The Hague
Former president Ahmad Tejan Kabbah has been linked to the mining of diamonds in the eastern Kono
district when he was in exile in neighbouring Guinea following his overthrow in May 1997.
Under cross-examination at the trial of the former Liberian president, Charles Taylor at the Special Court
in The Hague, prosecution witness Samuel Kargbo said the Armed Forces Revolutionary Council (AFRC)
military junta had strong suspicions that Mr Kabbah was using his Sierra Leone People’s Party members
in the diamond exploitation in Sierra Leone.
“…we had a report that some people who were strong supporters of the SLPP and who were in Kono were
pretending to be loyal to us, the AFRC, and we allowed them. They were mining and they were sending
diamonds to Guinea”, Kargbo said.
Taylor’s defence lawyer, Terry Munyard asked if the miners were sending items to Guinea where Mr
Kabbah and the rest of his government were, to which Kargbo answered in the affirmative.
Munyard asked what the diamond deal was between Mr Kabbah and the then Nigerian leader Sani Abacha
to which the witness answered “by then we did not know...”
The Prosecution accuses Taylor of ordering RUF rebels to hold diamond-rich Kono while he supplied
them with arms in exchange for gems.
ECOMOG, the West African force, later moved in and restored the government of Tejan Kabbah.
Kargbo said that long before the ECOMOG intervention, the government of Charles Taylor had
recognized the AFRC/RUF junta shortly after they took over in May of 1997. But Taylor’s lawyer said
this could not have been possible as Taylor was inaugurated four months after the rebels had seized power
in Freetown. He said that during that period officials of the AFRC junta were not allowed to pass through
Liberia to attend their meeting in the Ivorian capital, Abidjan.
Witness Kargbo said that even though ECOWAS leaders denounced the coup, Liberia, Burkina Faso and
Niger recognised them.
Munyard said even the then Ghanaian leader Jerry Rawlings “had connection with the junta
[who]…particularly looked to [him] as a kind of godfather”. This the witnessed denied saying “We did
not have anything to do with him”.
Charles Taylor denies connections with the rebels. His lawyers maintain his role in the crisis in Sierra
Leone was only in his capacity as a peace mediator.
Courtesy: BBC World Service Trust and Search for Common Ground.
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BBC World Service Trust
Wednesday, 4 June 2008
Taylor defence links Israeli, Lebanese to RUF arms supplies
Alphonsus Zeon
Charles Taylor’s lawyers have continued the cross-examination of the 28th Prosecution witness Samuel
Kargbo at the war crimes trial of the former Liberian president.
Defence lawyer Terry Munyard is casting doubts on previous evidence Kargbo gave at the trial. In their
attempt to render as untrue Prosecution charges that Taylor was the arms supplier to the rebel RUF and
their allies the Armed Forces Revolutionary Council, Munyard is pointing to potential sources of arms
supplied to the rebels.
The British lawyer drew the witness’s attention to the rebels’ association with an Israeli arms dealer,
known only as Ziff.
“Do you know a man called Ziff?” he asked. “Yes” the witness responded. “Who is Ziff, Mr Kargbo?”
Munyard asked. “It was a white man that I knew since the NPRC days, but I don't actually know his
nationality.” He replied.
“You knew that the NPRC dealt with Ziff, didn't you?” Munyard pressed on, and the witness responded in
the affirmative. “And he was an arms dealer, wasn't he?”.
“I did not know what he was dealing in by then” kargbo replied.
In an attempt to defeat the Prosecution’s allegations that the rebels sold diamonds to Taylor in exchange
for guns, Munyard also indicated that two Lebanese diamond dealers usually bought stones from AFRC
leader Johnny Paul Koroma.
Some diamonds used to buy rice and other supplies; these transactions involved Kazim and Tariq Mackie.
The witness agreed that the two were diamond dealers who Johnny Paul knew and dealt with them in
diamonds on more than one occasion.
“Did Johnny Paul ever buy arms as a result of the money that he made from his diamond dealings with
Kazim and Tariq Mackie?” Munyard asked, to which Kargbo replied “Like I stated in my statement, those
were the - that was what we used for our salaries, rice, fuel and for the generators. We did not use the
money to buy arms.”
Munyard said when Kargbo spoke to Prosecution interviewers in November 2007, he made no mention of
going to Foya in Liberia to meet Sam Bockarie to receive a supply of ammunition as he indicated just last
month in court. In fact, Munyard drew in to question Kargbo’s evidence that a Land Cruiser-load of
ammunition from Liberia filled a one-room size rebel ware house in Buedu in Sierra Leone.
Following is a part of the cross examination on this issue:
MUNYARD: "We packed them in the store and it filled the whole store, a whole room. When we packed
it in the room I can't tell the size of the room, but it was fairly big." That was what you said on 22 May
and you have now demonstrated the size. Tell me, how were they able to get five people plus that volume
of materials into a Land Cruiser?
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KARGBO: Well I wouldn't know, but that was their own strategy.
MUNYARD: No, Mr Kargbo, a Land Cruiser would not be big enough to fill an entire storeroom of the
dimensions you’ve just shown us and carry five other people as well...would it?
KARGBO: I wonder if you know the Land Cruiser I am talking about. It is the one with the car behind. It
is not the one that is covered all over
Courtesy: BBC World Service Trust and Search for Common Ground
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Cocorioko website
Wednesday, 4 June 2008
Issa Sesay's defence cries foul at Special Court
Written by Moses Kargbo
Defence lawyers for indicted former commander of the defunct Revolutionary United Front, Issa Sesay,
has raised concern in a motion filed to the Trial Chamber of the Special Court by claiming that “the
prosecution has provided improper benefits and inducements to witnesses in order to obtain testimony
The defence says they have prove to show that payments were made to witnesses that are unrelated to
what it refers to as 'legitimate, necessary or appropriate expenses or security issues'. They further accused
the Prosecution of buying testimony nearly two years after the conclusion of its case and few weeks
before the conclusion of the trial. This, according to the lawyers, undermines the integrity of the trial.
The trial of Sesay and two other former RUF leaders is currently in the Defence phase, as the Court listens
to testimony from witnesses for Third Accused, Augustine Gbao. All three accused, Issa Sesay, Morris
Kallon and Augustine Gbao, were indicted on 7 March 2003 on a 17-count indictment for crimes against
humanity and other serious violations of international humanitarian law. They were arrested on 10 March
and taken into the custody of the Court.
Meanwhile, the court will in two week's time respond to the motion after examining the evidence and then
give a ruling.
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United Nations

Nations Unies

United Nations Mission in Liberia (UNMIL)
UNMIL Public Information Office Complete Media Summaries
4 June 2008
[The media summaries and press clips do not necessarily represent the views of UNMIL.]

Newspaper Summary

Court Denies Bryant and Others Bail Bond
(New Liberia, Public Agenda, New Democrat, The Informer, The Inquirer, Heritage, Daily Observer)

•

•

The Criminal Court ‘C’ has dismissed the motion to justify the US$1.9 million bail bond filed
by the former Chairman of the erstwhile National Transitional Government of Liberia (NTGL),
Gyude Bryant and others. The co-defendants are former Speaker Edwin Snowe, Senator
Richard Divine, Siaka Sheriff and Andy Quamie. The court dismissed the motion because the
insurance company that posted as the surety has not shown that its assets can cover the
bond.
Judge Samuel Geevon-Smith gave the former transitional officials two weeks to prove their
surety is financially potent to post such a bond. State lawyers challenged the validity of the
bond claiming, among other things, that the African Insurance Corporation of Liberia was in
tax arrears with the government. The government is prosecuting the men for allegedly
embezzling nearly US$1 million from the Liberia Petroleum Refining Company (LPRC)during
the tenure of the NTGL.

UNMIL to Continue Playing Supportive Role in Building Liberia’s State Institutions
Capacity
(The Informer, Heritage)

•

The United Nations Envoy in Liberia, Ellen Margrethe Løj, has reaffirmed the commitment of
the United Nations Mission in Liberia (UNMIL) to assisting Liberia reform its state institutions.
Ms. Løj was speaking at a medal ceremony in Monrovia when 280 Nepalese peacekeepers
were decorated with UN peacekeeping medals for their contribution to the security of Liberia.
SRSG Løj said UNMIL’s support for institutional reforms in Liberia is aimed at making state
institutions very effective so that they could provide the needed impetus for accelerating the
country’s post-conflict recovery and development. She added that the reforms were also
intended to make the institutions better serve Liberians, and thereby gain the respect and
confidence of the citizens.

Harper under Siege - Over 500 Besiege Administration Building
(The Inquirer, Daily Observer, The News, National Chronicle, Heritage)

•

The media reports that hundreds of citizens of Wetchoken in Maryland County have besieged
the main Administration Building in the capital, Harper demanding what they referred to as
justice in the killing of two of their kinsmen recently. The Daily Observer and News
newspapers report that hundreds of citizens of Wetchoken district and from several other
villages along the Nyanbo belt in Maryland County on Tuesday dressed in traditional war
gears paraded the main street before storming the Harper City Hall and forcibly occupying
offices including the magisterial and circuit courts. Last month, the people of Rock Town and
Wetchoken engaged each other in a bloody armed clash that left two persons dead and
dozens injured. The Inquirer quoting its correspondent in the area said last night another
group of horn blowing protestors arrived to join the demonstration.
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•

The News reports the Chairman of the Nyanbo Development Association, Jerome Neufville as
saying that the City Hall will remain occupied until government resolves their grievances.
Meanwhile, the aggrieved citizens have called for the resignation of Maryland County
Superintendent, Sie Tieba Neufville for his delays in settling the disputes, which has resulted
into the storming of government offices.

UNMIL Reacts to Inquirer Story
(The Inquirer)

•

•

The United Nations Mission in Liberia (UNMIL) notes with concern an article published in the
Tuesday, 3 June 2008 edition of the Inquirer newspaper, alleging that some eyewitnesses had
seen two UNMIL soldiers at the Samuel K. Doe Sports Complex, receiving money to allow
spectators to enter the stadium illegally. UNMIL takes allegations of this nature very seriously
in these tragic circumstances when its security personnel at the stadium went beyond the
normal call of duty to protect the lives of spectators on the day. T
The mission wishes to state that it does not condone any misconduct or misbehaviour by any
of its staff or personnel. UNMIL is reiterating its willingness to cooperate and support the
Government’s investigation, and is encouraging anyone who has information about the
incident at the stadium on Sunday, 1 June, to share it directly with the Government’s
investigators.

Fire Guts “Unfinished “National Housing Bank Building
(The Inquirer, Heritage)

•

•

Fire on Monday morning gutted the ground floor of the new National Housing and Savings
Bank building on Ashmun Street destroying several thousand dollars worth of properties
destroyed. The upper floors of the uncompleted building are used as dwelling place by some
inhabitants of the city who claimed they are displaced. The Inquirer reports that the
basement is used as storage for most traders doing business around the vicinity of Ashmun,
Broad, Gurley and Randall Streets.
Although the cause of the fire has not yet been established, eyewitnesses said that a security
guard assigned to the basement reportedly left a candle on which is believed to have started
the fire. Meanwhile, Justice Minister Philip Banks has directed the Director of Police, Col.
Beatrice Munah Sieh to eject occupants from the Housing Bank Building. In a related
development, Information Minister, Laurence Bropleh has announced that those occupying
government buildings for residential and commercial purposes are to vacate the premises
with immediate effect.

Radio Summary
Star Radio (News culled today from website at 8:35 am)

Death Toll Rises in SKD Stadium Incident
• Authorities of the John F. Kennedy (JFK) Memorial Hospital have confirmed that the death toll
following Sunday’s group six qualifying match between Liberia and The Gambia at the Samuel
Kanyon Doe Sports Complex has risen to ten. According to the General Administrator, Winnie
McDonald Scott of the ten, eight of the victims were pronounced dead upon arrival by Doctors
at the hospital
• Mrs. Scott said two others who were carried in critical conditions died later. She said nine out
of the ten bodies have been identified and claimed by family members.
• Meanwhile, President Ellen Johnson-Sirleaf yesterday declared a period of national mourning
this weekend in memory of the sport fans that died on Sunday. The national flag is to be
flown at half mast from dusk to dawn, during this period.
(Also reported on Truth F.M. and ELBC)
Criminal Court Dismisses Bryant, others' Bond Justification Motion
(Also reported on Truth F.M. and ELBC)
Wetchoken Youths March on Harper Aborted
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Regional Politics Hits Senate
• The Senate has been rocked by regional politics with some Senators of the Western and
South-eastern regions bitterly divided over recognition to comment on sensitive issues.
• The latest argument derived from an attempt by Bomi County Senator, Richard Devine to
comment on the letter by Maryland Senator John Ballot.
• Senator Devine was denied thus sparking angry protest from lawmakers of the Western
region.
Visiting Cocoa Expert Wants Liberian Farmers Improve Service
• In an interview, a visiting Cocoa Expert from the United Kingdom, Robin Dand called on
Liberian cocoa farmers to render what he called quality service to international and local
buyers.
• Mr. Dand said it was important Liberian cocoa farmers treat buyers in a way that they would
be contented to continue to do business with them.
• According to him, the Cocoa Industry is an essential component that could contribute to
boosting the economy of post-war Liberia.
Science Students at State-Owned University Unhappy Over Transport Services
• Students of the College of Science and Technology at the state-owned University of Liberia
have again complained of constraints due to insufficiency of buses.
• In an interview the students’ spokesman, Simeon Baryogar said the situation has caused the
science students to miss classes and called on government to intervene to address the
situation.
• It can be recalled that Students of that College staged a demonstration earlier this year in
demand of better services.
• At the time, the University’s administration promised to address the situation but the
students claimed that not much has been done.

*****
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United Nations News Centre
Wednesday, 4 June 2008

Officials from UN war crimes tribunals urge enhanced global support
4 June 2008 – Senior officials from the United Nations tribunals established to try those responsible for
the 1994 Rwandan genocide and atrocities committed during the Balkan wars of the 1990s today called
for scaled-up support and cooperation from Member States to bring
perpetrators of these crimes to justice.
The Presidents and Prosecutors of both the International Criminal Tribunal
for the former Yugoslavia (ICTY) and the International Criminal Tribunal
for Rwanda (ICTR) told the Security Council that the international
community must boost efforts to apprehend fugitives and enhance funding
to ensure they can continue their work.
“We strongly believe that the remaining fugitives – Ratko Mladić, Radovan Karadžić, Stojan Župljanin
and Goran Hadžić – are within reach of the authorities in Serbia and the Serbian authorities can do more
to locate and arrest them,” said ICTY Prosecutor Serge Brammertz.
He requested that Croatia make key archival documents available immediately and asked Bosnia and
Herzegovina to “adopt a more pro-active approach against those helping the fugitives evade justice.”
Mr. Brammertz – formerly the Commissioner of the International Independent Investigation Commission
(IIIC) examining the February 2005 assassination of former Lebanese prime minister Rafiq Hariri and
other killings in the country – also appealed for continued funding for the War Crimes Department in the
Prosecutor’s Office of Bosnia and Herzegovina to bolster the country’s “fragile” justice system.
ICTY President Fausto Pocar underscored the importance of international support to avoid a “fatal
miscalculation” and endanger progress towards reconciliation and consolidating the rule of law.
“The involvement of the international community in the resolution of the conflict and the decision to
create the International Tribunal remains one of the shining examples of the international community
coming together and acting decisively,” he told an open debate of the Council, which heard from nearly
two dozen speakers.
“Too often, though, interest wanes once a country or region is not in the headlines anymore, and as years
go by, political and financial support from international actors dries up,” Mr. Pocar cautioned, noting that
the former Yugoslavia is facing this situation.
On Rwanda, ICTR Prosecutor Hassan B. Jallow said that due primarily to three new arrests made in the
Democratic Republic of the Congo (DRC), France and Germany, the trials will not be completed until
next year, which will require additional funding.
Felicien Kabuga, a fugitive, is believed to be living in Kenya, with property and businesses in his name
there. “Kenya must now proceed to maintain an active search for the fugitive within its territory with a
view to arresting him and transferring him to the ICTR or establishing his departure from its territory,”
Mr. Jallow said to the Council.
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He called on the East African nation to freeze Mr. Kabuga’s bank accounts and investigate his business
interests.
The Tribunal’s President, Dennis Byron, noted that in spite of the Registrar’s strenuous efforts, the
relocation of two people acquitted by the Tribunal has yet to be resolved.
“This issue, as well as that of the relocation of those convicted persons who will complete the service of
sentence, is increasingly becoming crucial as the Tribunal moves towards its completion,” he said,
stressing that the continued support of all Member States is key in allowing the ICTR to accomplish its
mandate to “bring justice and restore peace and security in Rwanda and the Great Lakes Region.”
Addressing reporters, Ambassador Zalmay Khalilzad of the United States, which holds the rotating
Council presidency this month, said that in the meeting, many members called on all States to cooperate
with the Tribunals.
Noting the horrific crimes that occurred in both the former Yugoslavia and Rwanda, he said that “there is
a determination on the part of Council members to assist the Tribunals to efficiently finish their work as
soon as possible.”

